
Welcome to GoAnimate for Schools!
 

Congratulations!  Your GoAnimate for Schools environment has been created.  Welcome to the 
GoAnimate for Schools community. 

 

In a separate email (or the cover note accompanying this guide), you should have received the 
login credentials (user name and password) for the admin account and the first teacher account.  
As described later in this document, you can create additional teacher and student accounts using 
the group management features. 

 

We recommend you take the time to read through this simple guide to learn more about 
GoAnimate for Schools and how to best make use of it with your students.

 

Ready to get your students animated about learning?!
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Types of accounts
There are three types of accounts on GoAnimate for Schools:

 

 

● Administrator / “Super Teacher” account:
○ Manages and renews the school license
○ Adds and manages both teacher and student accounts
○ Has access to everything happening in the school environment
○ Can do everything a teacher can do (see below)
○ Each school environment has one and only one administrator

 

● Teacher accounts:
○ Creates videos and characters
○ Adds and manages students accounts
○ Creates and maintains groups of students (to control video distribution and 

interactions between students of different classes, ages, etc.)
○ Pre-moderates students’ work before allowing it to be published
○ Downloads (as mp4), embeds and/or shares own or student videos
○ Publishes own videos to GoAnimate for Schools public Lesson Gallery

 

● Student accounts:
○ Creates videos and characters
○ Views, publishes videos and interacts only within the specific groups to which they 

are assigned

 



Getting Started as an Administrator
Your Home
From the “Your Home” page, the administrator has an overview of the school environment.  
Videos awaiting moderation are shown at the top.  Site activity is shown in the main panel.  
Rosters of active teacher and student accounts are shown below, along with links to the add/
manage pages.  In the right-side panel are reminders about the license status and number of 
accounts used. Below that are shown incoming messages from teachers or students.

Navigation



Getting Started as a teacher

Your Home
This “Your Home” page is similar to the admin’s. Videos awaiting moderation are shown at the 
top.  Site activity is shown in the main panel.  Rosters of active student accounts are shown below, 
along with links to the add/manage pages.  Incoming messages are shown in the right-side panel.

 

 

Navigation

 



Adding and managing groups
One of the first things you’ll want to do as an admin or teacher is to organize your students into 
groups. Your students will only see videos and interact with students assigned to the groups to 
which they belong. This feature is great for segregating content created by students from different 
age groups, classes, buildings, subject areas...
 
To do so, follow the steps below:
 

 
 

1. Navigate to the “Manage Account” section
2. Make sure you are in the “Add / Manage: Groups” tab
3. Click on “Add new group”
4. Enter a group name
5. In the “Add students” tab, browse the list and tick the students to add to your group
6. On the right side, you can set permissions:

○ Choose whether students’ videos should be moderated before they are published
○ Choose to enable/disable comments on videos and whether to moderate them 

before they are published
○ Choose to enable/disable private messages between students and whether to 

moderate them before they are sent
○ Choose to enable/disable ratings on videos

7. Press “Save Changes” to save your group. You will then be able to publish to this group 
when saving videos.

 
 



Moderation and Permissions
On GoAnimate for Schools, any content created by students can be reviewed before it’s published 
to the wider school audience. This is what we call moderation. The type of content you can decide 
to moderate are:
 

● Videos posted to a group
● Comments posted on video pages
● Messages students send to each others on their user pages
● Ratings by students of other students’ videos

 
 
When there is content to moderate a “Moderate Now” button will appear on the very top of 
the “Your Home” page. Clicking on “Moderate Now” will bring you to a special screen where you 
can review each video, comment or message one by one and decide to approve it or not.
 
Once you approve a piece of content, all the members of the group where it has been posted will 
be able to see it. When you reject content, the person who posted it will see the updated status 
on their user page. If it is a video, they will be able to edit it, remove the objectionable content 
and post it again. For comments and messages, they can decide to post new ones. The ones you 
reject cannot be recovered.
 

Goanimate4Schools moderation interface
 
 



Using the manage group interface, you can decide on a per group basis what content is to be 
reviewed before it is published and what social features to enable. To do that, you can set the 
permissions as detailed below:
 
Videos

● This permission is used to set whether videos made by students should be moderated or 
not before they are published to the group

● Options available
○ No moderation: Videos posted to that particular group will instantly be visible to all 

members
○ Moderated: The teacher in charge of the group where a video is posted will need to 

manually review and approve it before the members of that group can see it
 
Comments

● This permission is used to allow group members to comment on each others’ videos. It’s 
a nice social feature to get students engaged and get them to write constructive criticism 
about each others’ work.  However if you wish, you can disable this feature.

● Options available
○ Enabled - No moderation: On video pages, group members can leave comments. 

Posted comments will instantly be visible to all members
○ Enabled - Moderated: On video pages, group members can leave comments, but 

posted comments need to be approved to be visible to group members
○ Disabled: Group members cannot leave comments on video pages

 
Messages

● This permission is used to allow group members to send each others private messages. 
These messages appear on users’ “Your Home” page and can only be viewed by the 
sender, the recipient and teachers. This can be useful to let users collaborate on projects. 
However if you wish, you can turn this feature off.

● Options available
○ Enabled - No moderation: On user pages, group members can send a message to 

the page owner. Posted messages will instantly be visible to the recipient.
○ Enabled - Moderated: On user pages, group members can send a message to the 

page owner, but posted messages need to be approved to be visible to the recipient
○ Disabled: Group members cannot send each others messages

 
Ratings

● This permission is used to enable ratings on videos. This is another nice social feature 
allowing members of a group to rate a video from one to five stars to provide feedback to 
their classmates. Again though, you can choose to turn this feature off.

● Options available
○ Enabled: On video pages, group members can rate videos from one to five stars
○ Disabled: No ratings feature will be available on video pages

 
 
Note: If you choose not to moderate content before it is published, as a teacher you can 
still “delete” videos and comments from video pages and messages from user pages.



Getting Started as a Student

Your Home
From their “Your Home”, students can monitor activity within the groups to which they belong (but 
not the whole school). Most prominent are videos made by their teachers. Below that is the activity 
from their classmates.
 

Navigation
 



Making Videos
Video Maker selection screen
This is the screen where you pick the video maker you want:
 

● Quick Video Makers are great for simple dialog-based stories. The character and camera 
movement is pre-programmed, as are the music and sound effects.  Dialog can be typed 
into our “text to speech” tool, or recorded through a simple microphone.

 
● Full Video Makers offer full control over your video, including the character and camera 

movement.  You can feature as many characters and settings as you want. You can also 
choose your own music and sound effects. The first time you use a Full Video Maker, an 
interactive tutorial will guide you through the basics

 
● Character Creators allow you to create custom actors for your videos. Select from 

hundreds of outfits, hairstyles and looks to create someone truly unique.
 

 

 



Publishing Videos
Each video can only be published to one group.   When saving a video, you will need to select to 
which group the video should be published.  In the Full VideoMaker, if you would like to save your 
work but not yet publish, please click the “Draft” button.
 

Quick Video Makers
 

Full Video Makers
 

After publishing, only students of the selected group will be able to view the video. Select the 
group “Everyone” to make the video available to the whole school.
 
Teachers have a further publishing option - including their video in our Lesson Gallery.  The 
Lesson Gallery is a public space in which teachers can share their videos with each other.  Tick 
this box if you would like to make your video available for use by other teachers.



Sharing Videos - Teacher/Admin-only Privileges
Students cannot share their videos outside of the private, secure school environment.  Only 
Teacher and Admin accounts have the following privileges for sharing their own and their students’ 
videos publicly. 
 
The following options appear to Teachers and Admins while playing a video on the site.  (see 
below)
 

1. Download the video as an MP4 file:  This is a great option for allowing a student to bring 
the video home on a flash drive, or burning to DVD.

 
2. Export the video to Youtube: If you have a YouTube channel, this will allow you to directly 

publish the video there in one click.
 

3. Embed the video:  This is a quick option for publishing the video to school properties such 
as a website, blog, LMS or intranet. Click “Embed”, copy the embed code and then paste it 
onto the target site.

 
4. Publish to Lesson Gallery:  As mentioned above, this allows you to share the video with 

other teachers in the Lesson Gallery - our public sharing forum.
 


